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Charles Ginnever, “Rashomon” (All images courtesy San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art)

For those weary souls who claim that  there is nothing new under the sun, especially in the
realm of  art , where everything has already been done, I of fer this observat ion by Kenneth
Baker, which appeared without  fanfare in the pages of  the San Francisco Chronicle
(November 23, 2012):

The San Jose Inst itute of  Contemporary Art  gives us a rare, close look at  one of  the
most  signif icant  and lit t le-celebrated innovat ions in late 20th century art : Charles
Ginnever‘s “Rashomon” suite.

It  consists of  15 ident ical objects — open st ructures of  rust ing steel planes — that
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can stand unsupported in 15 dist inct  posit ions.

The ident ical objects are around three feet  high and, in this exhibit ion, arranged in f ive rows
of  three each, in close proximity to each other. It ’s not  ideal, but  the st rength of  the
ensemble overcame my misgivings about  not  being able to get  closer to some of  the
objects. For the most  part  I walked around the group, looking down at  them.

The objects are maquet tes for sculptures that  would stand f if teen feet  high. Because they
are ident ical, each of  them has to be marked whenever the ensemble is sent  to an
exhibit ion. It  is the only way to remember how the object  is to be placed on the f loor.

Baker goes to write:

Much important  sculpture of  our era has concerned it self  with tensions between the
bodily and mental grasp of  the real. “Rashomon” goes to the heart  of  that  mat ter,
defying it s viewers to compare it s ident ical components by rotat ing them mentally.

It  took me 10 minutes’ concent rat ion on two adjacent  pieces to become convinced
that  I understood the relat ionship between their respect ive posit ions.

At  that  rate, t ruly to see the whole ensemble for what  it  is could take hours. The
viewer’s basic conf idence in the purchase of  percept ion and memory on objects
comes down a notch, and a subliminal haste in ordinary conduct  of  lif e stands
uncomfortably exposed.

In a world that  prizes signature styles and instant  recognit ion, Ginnever slows down and
challenges the viewer’s experience. He inculcates us with a nagging doubt , which becomes
part  of  the pleasure of  the work.

 *   *   *
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I went  to see Ginnever’s exhibit ion at  the San Jose Inst itute of  Contemporary Art  
(November 17, 2012 – February 16, 2013) for a variety of  reasons, one of  them being that  I
wanted to see an assembled version of  “Multus,” a sculptural print  by the art ist  that  is being
edit ioned by Landfall Press, Santa Fe, NM.
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Charles Ginnever, “Multus” (Assembled)

“Multus” is a single sheet  of  f lat , rust -colored paper that  can be folded into a planar
sculpture. I was invited by the press to write a descript ion of  the piece, and I remember
staring at  a prototype of  the print , along with a picture of  the assembled sculpture, while
double and t riple-checking the inst ruct ions. I f inally concluded that  anyone who bought  the
print  should ideally purchase two sheets — something I recommended in a note to the
press. It ’s probably not  what  they wanted to hear. I told them that  it  would be ideal to
assemble one print  but  leave the other untouched. The magic of  “Multus” is recognizing the
t ransformat ion that  t ranspires between the f lat  sheet  and the portable sculpture.

In the descript ion that  will presumably accompany the print  once it  is published, I wrote:

The tension between the f lat  plane and the folded form asks us to pay at tent ion to
the everyday world we live in, and to recognize that  in the simplest  things — a f lat
sheet  of  paper — there exists a possibilit y simultaneously enchant ing and revealing.

The gap between sight  and memory — between the object  and how we remember it  in the
mind’s eye — is one of  Ginnever’s preoccupat ions. Unlike other abst ract  sculptors –
Brancusi and his “Bird in Space,” Donald Judd’s “Stacks,” and Richard Serra’s curved walls
come to mind — Ginnever doesn’t  seem interested in making a signif icant  form, whether
organic or indust rial. This is part icularly evident  in the 15-piece “Rashomon.”
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Charles Ginnever, “Rashomon”

Knowing that  all f if t een pieces are ident ical, I t ried to see if  I could determine the points at
which two adjacent  pieces lined up with each other. I hadn’t  yet  read Baker’s review, and so I
hadn’t  yet  been clued in that  what  I was t rying to do was nearly impossible. Whenever I felt  I
could tell how a set  of  adjacent  pieces matched up, the relat ionship suddenly dissolved,
leaving me aware of  the mind’s limitat ions — not  something you necessarily want  to bump
up against . It  happens all the t ime, of  course, but  I think we are loath to admit  it , and simply
begin thinking about  something else.

A similar experience happens when you read certain poems by John Ashbery. At  some point
the poem seems to be slipping away f rom you while you are reading it , and you can’t
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account  for the change f rom the “smooth” to the “haywire,” as Ashbery wrote in a recent
poem.

*   *   *

Ginnever has unraveled the bonds holding together an aggregate of  ident ical unit s, a
modular model. His “Rashomon” is the opposite of  a sculpture that  enables you to follow
along, such as Sol Lewit t ’s open cubes. Rather than def ine a secure, repeat ing form,
Ginnever’s unit s convey a state of  constant  change and instabilit y. You begin to feel as if
you are stuck inside your body, increasingly aware that  your eyes are only able to perceive
and process a small amount  of  informat ion. Rather than being able to verif y what  you see,
the mind and eyes begin to feel disconnected, which is unset t ling.

When I thought  of  Lewit t , I was reminded that  curators usually don’t  like to set  works by
dif ferent  art ists against  each other, to init iate conversat ions between them about  where
they overlap and where they dif fer. Nevertheless, I think it  would be interest ing to place
Ginnever’s “Rashomon” in close proximity to a group of  Lewit t ’s “Incomplete Open Cubes,”
not  to suggest  that  one art ist  is bet ter than the other, but  to understand that  the
dif ference between these seminal works isn’t  purely aesthet ic: it  is also philosophical. This is
why the idea that  there is a single aesthet ic model to adhere to (whether formalism or
appropriat ion) has had a deleterious ef fect  on art  for both viewers and pract it ioners. We
begin to elide dif ferences in favor of  similarit ies.

“Rashomon” is t it led af ter a 1950 f ilm by Akira Kurosawa, which weaves together two stories
by Ryūnosuke Akutagawa. According to f ilm crit ic Stanley Kauf fman, Kurosawa of ten used
mult iple cameras to f ilm a scene, splicing them together so that  the point  of  view is
constant ly shif t ing among the four witnesses to a rape and murder; each tells his or her
version of  the events. The stories are mutually cont radictory.

Kurosawa emphasizes subject ivit y rather than posit ing the existence of  a universal t ruth. In
the f ilm, he never backs the camera up to of fer a panoramic view. Ginnever brings us face
to face with our own perceptual limitat ions. Knowing the piece can be placed in one of
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f if t een posit ions, we are invited to visualize the rotat ions in our mind’s eye and, for the most
part , f ind it  impossible to do.

In Ginnever’s view of  realit y, Plato had it  all wrong.

Charles Ginnever: Roshomon continues at The San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art  (560
South First Street San Jose, California) through February 16.

Tagged as: Charles Ginnever, Plato, San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art
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